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Trajectory Encoding in the Hippocampus
and Entorhinal Cortex
hippocampal and EC neural firing appears to relate pri-
marily to the animal's current location, but solving spa-
tial tasks requires that the animal must know not only
Loren M. Frank,*³ Emery N. Brown,²
and Matthew Wilson*³
*Center for Learning and Memory
where it is but also where it has been and where itRIKEN-MIT Neuroscience Research Center and
should go so that it can plan trajectories through theDepartment of Brain and Cognitive Sciences
environment. To better describe the spatially relatedMassachusetts Institute of Technology
activity of EC neurons and to examine the relationshipCambridge, Massachusetts 02139
between place-specific firing and animals' ability to suc-²Statistics Research Laboratory
cessfully navigate to a goal, we recorded simultaneouslyDepartment of Anesthesia and Critical Care
from cells in the CA1 subregion of the hippocampus and
Massachusetts General Hospital
in the superficial and deep layers of the EC while animals
Harvard Medical School performed two tasks: a spatial alternation task on a
MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology W-shaped track and a simple alternation task on a
Boston, Massachusetts 02114 U-shaped track (Figure 1B). In the W track task, the
animal ran continuously from center to left to center to
right to center, and so on. To perform this task, the
Summary animal had to remember which outside arm it had most
recently visited so that it could choose the next correct
We recorded from single neurons in the hippocampus outside arm. This task is a continuous version of a
and entorhinal cortex (EC) of rats to investigate the T-maze spatial alternation task that is sensitive to hippo-
campal or entorhinal damage (Rawlins and Olton, 1982;role of these structures in navigation and memory rep-
Aggleton et al., 1986), and it has the advantage of havingresentation. Our results revealed two novel phenom-
two side lengths of track that were geometrically similarena: first, many cells in CA1 and the EC fired at signifi-
to the center arm. The U track task was chosen to allowcantly different rates when the animal was in the same
us to compare firing patterns across similar but spatiallyposition depending on where the animal had come
separate environments. The two environments were lo-from or where it was going. Second, cells in deep
cated next to each other in the same room.layers of the EC, the targets of hippocampal outputs,
appeared to represent the similarities between loca-
tions on spatially distinct trajectories through the envi-
Results and Discussionronment. Our findings suggest that the hippocampus
represents the animal's position in the context of a
General Characterizationtrajectory through space and that the EC represents
An example of a brain slice showing lesions and tracks
regularities across different trajectories that could from three tetrodes is shown in Figure 1C, and examples
allow for generalization across experiences. of the ªclustersº used to isolate two deep EC units and
the resulting unit waveforms are shown in Figure 1D.
Introduction The mean 6 SD for the amplitude of waveforms from
units active on the W track (see below), measured from
The superficial layers of the entorhinal cortex (EC) pro- the baseline to the peak, was as follows: superficial EC,
vide the primary source of neocortical input to the hippo- 127.3 6 43.8 mV; CA1, 195.6 6 95.7 mV; and deep EC,
campus, and the deep layers of the EC are the primary 95.3 6 28.1 mV. The relatively low amplitude of deep EC
target of neocortically bound hippocampal and subicu- units may help explain why relatively few deep EC cells
lar outputs (Witter et al., 1989) (see Figure 1A). In the rat, have been recorded from in previous studies (Mizumori
the hippocampus and EC are necessary for the animal to et al., 1992; Quirk et al., 1992).
perform spatial or navigational tasks (O'Keefe and Na- In both tasks the animal ran along paths from one
del, 1978; Rasmussen et al., 1989; Jarrard, 1993; Cho food well to another. To allow a comparison of firing
and Kesner, 1996), and neurons in the hippocampus, along the different paths between food wells, we con-
known as ªplace cells,º are active when the animal visits verted the positions on each path into distances from
restricted regions of its environment (O'Keefe and Dos- the food well at the beginning of the path. That yielded
trovsky, 1971; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993; Muller, four paths (center to left, center to right, left to center,
1996). The EC has received much less attention than and right to center) for the W track and two paths (left
the hippocampus, but the studies that have been done to right and right to left) for the U track. Each cell's firing
have suggested that EC neurons fire in a weakly place- was examined on each path. Considering first the W
specific manner (Barnes et al., 1990; Mizumori et al., track and counting only those neurons with distinct
1992; Quirk et al., 1992). place fields, 36 neurons were recorded from superficial
While the presence of place-specific activity in the EC, 174 neurons were recorded from deep EC, and 288
hippocampus and EC has been clearly demonstrated, principal cells were recorded from CA1 across 48 data
the role of that activity in navigation and spatial memory sets. Of those cells, 15 superficial EC, 90 deep EC, and
in general is not yet well understood. More specifically, 136 CA1 principal cells had fields on the U track as
well. Plots of firing rate along the W track paths for a
superficial EC neuron, a CA1 principal neuron, and a³ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: wilson@
ai.mit.edu or loren@srlb4.mgh.harvard.edu). deep EC neuron are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Firing Rate Maps by Path for Representative Neurons from
Each Region
Row one shows a superficial EC cell, row two a CA1 cell, row three
a deep EC cell, and row four shows the trajectory represented in
each column. The color map indicates the firing rate. The section
of the environment the animal did not traverse on a given path is
shown in light gray.
(Skaggs et al., 1993) (Figures 3A±3D). These measures
had similar distributions for the neurons that were re-
corded from on the U track (data not shown). Superficial
EC neurons tended to have long fields, and their position
Figure 1. Tetrode Recordings from CA1 and the Entorhinal Cortex
information distribution indicates that very few, if any,in U- and W-Shaped Environments
had high place selectivity, a result consistent with earlier
(A) A simplified sketch of the anatomy of the connections between
work (Mizumori et al., 1992; Quirk et al., 1992). CA1the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus. The superficial layers
principal cells, as expected, had small fields and firingof the EC (2 and 3) originate the main neocortical input to the hippo-
that carried substantial position information. Deep ECcampus, and the deep layers of the EC (5 and 6) are the primary
neurons had fields that were, on average, not signifi-targets of neocortically bound hippocampal and subicular outputs
(Witter et al., 1989). cantly different in length from those in superficial EC,
(B) The W and U track environments. On the W track, the animal but were significantly longer than those of CA1 cells. An
ran in the following pattern: center, left, center, right, center, and examination of the distribution of position information
so on. The animal was rewarded in each of the arms when it made coefficients for deep EC neurons indicates that while
a correct choice. The small circles designate food wells and ªCPº on average deep EC neurons displayed less position
designates the choice point on the W track. On the U, the animal
information than CA1 neurons, the firing of many deepmoved from one end of the U to the other. The individual arms of
EC neurons contained substantial information about theboth tracks were 7 cm wide, approximately the same width as the
animal's position (Figure 3D).animal's body, so the animals generally moved along the center of
each arm.
(C) Two examples of histological sections through the EC. In each Prospective and Retrospective Coding
picture, the most ventral lesions are marked with large arrows and If the hippocampus and EC play a role in representing
tetrode tracks with small arrows. The left picture shows the lesions and planning extended trajectories through the environ-
from three tetrodes that terminated in the deep EC; going from left ment, neural firing patterns in these structures could
to right, the tetrodes were used to make one, four, and three lesions. reflect not only where the animal is, but also where it
Only two of the three lesions of the rightmost tetrode of the left
intends to go or where it has come from (Eichenbaumpicture are visible in this section. The right picture shows the lesions
et al., 1999). To determine whether this pattern of activityfrom two tetrodes that terminated in the superficial EC. One of these
was present, we analyzed the activity of each cell thattetrodes was used to make one lesion and the other was used to
had a field on the center arm. We examined both runsmake two lesions.
(D) An example of a cluster plot used to separate the units. The x from the center arms out to an outside arm (outbound)
and y axes of the main plot are the amplitude of spikes for two of and runs from the outside arms to the center arm (in-
the four channels of the tetrode. Two clusters are visible, and the bound). We calculated the firing rate of each neuron in
mean 6 SD of the spike waveforms are shown next to the clusters. A a sliding 35 cm window and determined whether the
third cell, visible in other projections, was also cut from this tetrode. firing rate could be used to predict the animal's future
Scale bars for spikes: 1 ms, 100 mV.
choice of outside arm (prospective coding) for outbound
paths or correlated with the animal's past location (retro-
spective coding) for inbound paths. We use the termsWe first characterized differences in the spatial selec-
tivity of firing across these different regions by comput- retrospective and prospective coding to refer to the
event (coming from or going to a particular outside arm)ing the values of two measures that quantify spatial firing
properties, average field length and position information that was temporally closest to the cell's predictive or
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we examined the relationship between path depen-
dence and other variables that are known to affect hip-
pocampal firing rates. CA1 place cell activity is known
to be influenced by position, head direction, and velocity
(McNaughton et al., 1983). To eliminate the potential
contributions of those factors we performed a test on
the lateral position of the animal on the track, the head
directions, and the velocities associated with the firing
of a given neuron in each window where path depen-
dence was found. Using criteria based on the known
tuning properties of head direction cells (Taube and
Muller, 1998) and the degree of velocity dependence of
CA1 place cells (McNaughton et al., 1983), we excluded
those cells where prospective or retrospective coding
was associated with differences in lateral position, head
direction, or velocity between the two paths (number
excluded: superficial EC, 9; CA1, 48; deep EC, 60). We
also excluded those cells that showed prospective or
retrospective coding for the left arm in one window and
the right in another, as that pattern of activity is difficult
to interpret (number excluded: superficial EC, 3; CA1, 6;
deep EC, 4). The proportion of cells showing significant
prospective or retrospective coding in each window
tested is displayed in Figures 5A±5C, and the proportion
Figure 3. A Characterization of Spatial Information in CA1 and the of cells that show significant prospective or retrospec-
EC
tive coding at the p , 0.01 level is shown in Figure 5D.
(A) The average field length for neurons from each region. Each Thus, even after applying a very stringent criterion that
bar represents a mean 6 SEM, and the asterisk indicates that the
eliminated all cells whose prospective or retrospectivedifference between mean hippocampal neurons' field lengths was
coding was associated with lateral position, head direc-significantly less than that of superficial or deep EC neurons (p ,
tion, or velocity differences, more cells than would be0.0001, ScheffeÂ S test). Superficial and deep EC neurons tended to
expected by chance show prospective or retrospectivehave significantly longer fields than CA1 cells.
(B±D) The distributions of the position information measure for neu- coding. In addition, the number of neurons showing pro-
rons from each region. The firing of CA1 cells clearly contained more spective coding differed significantly among the differ-
information about the animal's current location than that of deep ent cell types and regions (p , 0.02, logistic regression,
EC neurons, but many more deep EC than superficial EC neurons x2 test), suggesting that prospective coding is most
displayed relatively high position information in their firing patterns. prevalent in the deep EC.
The mean and standard deviation for the position information coeffi-
We should note that there is a superficial similaritycient for each region/cell type are as follows: superficial EC, 0.46 6
between the prospective and retrospective coding ob-0.26; CA1, 2.34 6 1.25; and deep EC, 0.99 6 0.66. The distributions
served here and the observation by Muller et al. (1989)of the EC neurons are non-Gaussian, so we tested for significant
that the firing of CA1 place cells was best correlateddifferences between means with a Wilcoxon rank sum test with a
criterion of p , 0.01 to correct for multiple comparisons. All of the with a position z120 ms in front of the animal when the
means were significantly different. As deep EC cells show signifi- animal was randomly foraging for food pellets. In our
cantly more place specificity than superficial EC neurons, it is likely case, however, a number of cells showed retrospective
that the strong position coding present in CA1 contributes to the coding near the food wells on the center arm, and the
increased spatial specificity seen in the deep EC as compared to
time required for an animal to run from an outside armthe superficial EC. The mean 6 SD of the firing rates for neurons
to the edge of the window containing the food wellfrom each of the three regions were as follows: maximum rates (as
averaged 1.6 s. That, combined with the observationmeasured on the smoothed firing rate over distance plots): CA1,
that animals running on the W track generally move21.9 6 12.5 Hz; superficial EC, 18.9 6 10.2 Hz; deep EC, 21.8 6
22.4 Hz; average rates: CA1, 1.1 6 1.1 Hz; superficial EC, 6.5 6 10.7 much faster than during random foraging, suggests that
Hz; deep EC, 5.3 6 10.0 Hz. the phenomena observed here are fundamentally differ-
ent than those previously observed.
These findings may have important implications for
understanding the representation of the relationship be-correlative activity. In total, a window with significant
tween positions and behaviors. Other studies have sug-prospective or retrospective coding was found in 20 of
gested that, at least for CA1 and CA3 place cells, many60 superficial EC units (33%), 79 of 218 CA1 units (36%),
neurons can code for behavioral or task-related vari-and 96 of 196 deep EC units (49%). Examples of cells
ables (Ranck, 1973; Deadwyler et al., 1996; Wood et al.,whose firing showed significant retrospective or pro-
1999). This suggests that a cell showing prospective orspective coding are shown in Figure 4. These plots show
retrospective coding on the center arm can be under-the firing rate of the cell along two paths, one involving
stood as representing the same position differently, de-the left and center arms and the other the right and
pending on the phase of the task in which the animal iscenter arms. In each plot a region on the center arm
about to engage or the phase of the task it has justwhere the cell fired at a significantly higher rate on one
completed. In other words, our results suggest that CA1path as compared to the other is highlighted by a blue
and the deep EC can represent the connection betweenbox.
the animal's current position and its past and futureTo ensure that this activity is truly reflective of a repre-
sentation dependent on past or intended future location, behavior along a path through the environment.
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Figure 4. Prediction of Past or Future Loca-
tion by Firing Rate on the Center Arm
Each row contains plots of firing rate versus
distance for two different neurons from each
region, one showing retrospective coding (in-
bound) and the other prospective coding
(outbound). Within a row, the left and right
top plots show firing from the left arm to the
center arm and the center to the left arm,
respectively, while the left and right bottom
plots in the row show firing from right to cen-
ter and center to right arms. The location of
the choice point ªCPº (Figure 1B) is shown
on the x axis. The blue box highlights a win-
dow on the center arm where the firing rate
of the neuron significantly (p , 0.05, GLM
model) predicted future position or correlated
with past position. While CA1 and deep EC
neurons showed large differences in firing
rate on the center arm across different paths,
superficial EC neurons showed only modest
firing rate changes. Overall, the degree of po-
sition specificity in trajectory-dependent neu-
rons across regions reflected the general
trends across regions, as superficial EC neu-
rons were active across many large regions
of the environment (Figure 4, top row) while
CA1 and deep EC neurons were more place
specific (Figure 4, center and bottom rows).
Path Equivalence start and end food wells on two or more different paths.
The firing patterns of neurons that showed strong pathWhile both CA1 and the EC appear to represent position
equivalence can be described in terms of a combinationin the context of the path the animal is on, it is not clear
of a path or set of paths and the specific action orhow these structures might represent the relationships
behavior the animal was engaged in, such as ªmovingamong different paths through the environment. Marr
away from the food well on the rightmost armº (Figure(1971) hypothesized that the hippocampus acts as a
5A, top cell) or ªmoving away from the food well andsimple memory system, storing single events, while the
performing a left turnº (Figure 6A, bottom cell). Theseneocortex both stores and classifies events. The neo-
patterns of activity cannot be explained as simple be-cortex, then, would perform an essential role in an event
havioral or spatial correlates, as the cells only fire whenmemory system, representing the similarities among dif-
the animal is executing a specific action in a specific setferent events. That would allow the animal to learn regu-
of locations. Similarly, an explanation based on simplelarities in its environment and use those regularities to
visual responses does not easily account for these pat-guide behavior. If the EC plays a role in a system that
terns of activity. Those cells that were active primarilyrepresents categories of events, we would expect that
on the outside arms of the W track (e.g., Figure 2, bottomlocations along different trajectories could be repre-
cell), for example, cannot be responding to a singlesented similarly if those locations were associated with
visual cue and, more generally, as the deep layers of thethe same phases of the task. In other words, the same
EC receive the majority of their input from hippocampalcell could be active in different places if the animal was
structures that do not show simple visual responses, aengaging in the same action in both places (e.g., two
visual cue±based explanation is unlikely to be correct.locations where the animal is turning left toward a food We quantified the prevalence of those patterns of
well). If the EC is supporting that sort of generalization, activity across the brain regions studied by developing
then not only could a single cell fire in behaviorally re- a path equivalence coefficient. This coefficient captures
lated locations in one environment, but it could also fire the extent to which a cell fires at the same relative loca-
in behaviorally related locations across environments. tion while not firing at different or nonequivalent loca-
We identified a number of cells showing that pattern tions on two paths. We examined the distributions of
of activity both within the W track and between the W these coefficients for superficial EC, CA1, and deep EC
and the U tracks. We first noted that a number of cells cells by calculating the value of the coefficient for pairs
fired in the same relative location and in the same direc- of paths from the W track (W versus W) and for pairs of
tion on two different paths on the W track. An example paths where the first path was from the W track and the
of that type of firing pattern is shown in the bottom cell of second from the U track (W versus U; see Figure 6B).
Figure 2 where the cell fires preferentially as the animal The results from both comparisons were similar. Super-
approaches a food well on the outside arms of the track. ficial EC showed a moderate tendency to fire in a path-
Many neurons also showed a similar pattern of firing equivalent manner. The average W versus W and W
across paths from the W and U tracks (Figure 6A). We versus U CA1 path equivalence coefficients are signifi-
labeled this pattern of activity ªpath equivalenceº be- cantly greater than zero (t test, p , 0.01), and the distri-
bution of coefficients for CA1 cells appears to be slightlycause the cells fired in the same location relative to the
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position information coefficients as compared to CA1
neurons, as deep EC cells were more often active along
multiple paths and thus convey less information about
a single position.
In addition, in many cases, path equivalence was as-
sociated with prospective/retrospective coding in the
deep EC. The cell whose firing is shown in the third row
of Figure 6A, for example, coded prospectively for a left
turn as the animal came out of the center arm but also
fired as the animal approached a left turn from the right
arm of the apparatus. We determined that, on average,
cells from the deep EC that showed significant pro-
spective or retrospective coding often fired in a path-
equivalent manner in the W track, while the same path
equivalence was not clearly present in prospective or
retrospective coding superficial EC or CA1 cells (mean 6
SD, W versus W path equivalence coefficient for pro-
spective/retrospective cells in each region: superficial
EC, 0.05 6 0.26; CA1, 0.05 6 0.36; deep EC, 0.31 6
0.40).
Figure 5. Proportion of Neurons from CA1 and the EC Showing Conclusion
Prospective and Retrospective Coding In summary, our findings strongly suggest that neurons
(A±C) The proportion of neurons in each region with fields on the in both CA1 and the EC code for more than just the
center arm that showed either prospective or retrospective coding animal's position in two important respects. First, many
in each window where cells were tested. The x axis shows the cells in CA1 and the deep EC fired at significantly differ-
different distances the window was shifted away from the choice ent rates in the same position on the center arm of the
point, so 0 represents a window whose edge is at the choice point
track depending on where the animal had come fromand 105 represents a window whose closest edge is 105 cm from
or where it was going. This differential activity supportsthe choice point. The number of cells that would be expected to
prospective or retrospective coding, connecting the ani-show prospective or retrospective coding by chance alone is shown
mal's current location with past and future positions andby the dotted line at 0.05 on the y axis. It is clear that retrospective
coding was more prevalent than prospective coding and that pro- behavior. This result is consistent with electrophysiolog-
spective coding is more frequently seen close to the choice point. ical data from the monkey EC where neural responses
It is important to note that the number of superficial EC neurons to a stimulus were related to subsequent behavior (Su-
tested in each window was relatively small (z25), so the actual zuki et al., 1997). In addition, in the deep EC, the fields
proportion of units showing path-dependent coding in the superfi- were longer, suggesting that these neurons may repre-
cial EC may differ somewhat from that shown here.
sent longer trajectories through the environment.(D) The proportion of all of neurons from each region whose firing
Second, deep EC neurons, but not CA1 neurons, hadpatterns showed prospective or retrospective coding as determined
a strong tendency to fire at the same relative locationby the x2 test on the GLM model on all windows (p , 0.01). The
along two different paths, even when those two pathsnumber of neurons showing prospective or retrospective coding is
shown inside each bar. The proportions were normalized to adjust were in physically different environments, a pattern of
for the different numbers of neurons tested in the inbound versus activity we labeled ªpath equivalence.º Superficial EC
the outbound direction. The proportions of neurons showing pro- neurons also showed a tendency to fire in a path-equiva-
spective coding were not homogeneous (p , 0.02, logistic regres- lent manner, perhaps as a result of the substantial feed-
sion, x2 test), suggesting that prospective coding is most prevalent back connections from deep to superficial EC (Witter et
in the deep EC.
al., 1989). The activity of these EC neurons can therefore
represent the similarities between locations on different
trajectories the animal moved along. Furthermore, therepositively skewed in both the within and between envi-
ronment measure, suggesting that a small number of appears to be a connection between prospective and
retrospective coding and path equivalence in the deepCA1 cells show a tendency to fire in a path-equivalent
manner. Overall, however, most CA1 cells did not show EC, as many deep EC neurons that showed prospective
or retrospective coding also showed strongly path-path-equivalent firing. In contrast, deep EC neurons
showed a strong tendency to fire in a path-equivalent equivalent firing. That connection supports the hypothe-
sis that deep EC path equivalence is an expression ofmanner both within the W track and between the W and
U tracks. The strength of path equivalence for the W a representation that relates locations and behavior,
as deep EC neurons were found that were both activeversus W measure was not significantly correlated with
field length for superficial EC and CA1 (p . 0.1), and across locations associated with the same behavior and
differentially active in the same location depending onthe correlation was negative for deep EC (r 5 20.17,
p , 0.02). There was, in the case of the W versus U path the animal's past or intended future behavior.
Our results are consistent with earlier work on theequivalence coefficient, a small but significant correla-
tion between path equivalence and field length for CA1 superficial EC (Mizumori et al., 1992; Quirk et al., 1992),
where neurons were reported to show relatively littlecells (r 5 0.2, p , 0.01), but the correlation was not
significant for either deep or superficial EC cells (p . spatial specificity. In addition, Quirk et al. (1992) reported
that superficial EC neurons had similar firing patterns0.1), so differences in field length cannot explain our
results. At the same time, the prevalence of path-equiva- in a square and a cylindrical environment when the ani-
mal was foraging for food pellets. We hypothesize thatlent firing in the deep EC may partially explain the lower
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Figure 6. Path-Equivalent Firing in CA1 and
the EC
(A) Three deep EC neurons that show strong
path equivalence across environments. Each
row represents the firing of one cell across
the different paths of both the W track and
the U track, and the red arrows highlight the
path-equivalent activity. The path the animal
was on in each panel is pictured below the
firing rate maps. The first row shows a cell
that fired only in the right arm of both tracks
as the animal moved away from the food well.
The second row and third rows show cells
that had high path equivalence both within
and between environments, firing as the ani-
mal executes a right turn (second row) or a
left turn (third row) as the animal ran away
from a food well. The cell in the bottom row
is particularly noteworthy because it shows
both path-equivalent firing and prospective
coding. Note that these cells do not fire dur-
ing every right or left turn but only during the
first turn of the paths on which they are active.
The within-environment (W only) path equiva-
lence coefficients for the three cells pictured
are 0.0, 0.97, and 0.84, respectively, while the
cross-environment (W versus U) path equiva-
lence coefficients are 0.84, 0.92, and 0.46.
(B) The distributions of W versus W and W
versus U path equivalent coefficients for su-
perficial EC, CA1 place, and deep EC cells.
Beginning with the W versus W path equiva-
lence coefficients, deep EC cells clearly show
the strongest tendency to fire at the same
relative location on different paths. The
means and SDs for the three regions were:
superficial EC, 0.13 6 0.28, CA1, 0.06 6 0.40,
deep EC, 36 6 0.38. These path equivalence
coefficients were all significantly different
from one another (Wilcoxon rank sum test,
p , 0.001). The same pattern of results was
evident in the distributions of path-equivalent
coefficients measured across the two envi-
ronments. Deep EC cells again had the strongest tendency to fire in a path-equivalent manner. The means and SDs for the three regions
were: superficial EC, 0.36 6 0.37; CA1, 0.12 6 0.41; deep EC, 0.50 6 0.38. The deep EC coefficient was significantly greater than the CA1
coefficient (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p , 0.0001). Thus, the deep EC appears to represent general relationships between positions and specific
behaviors both within and across environments.
this similarity across environments may be an expres- McNaughton et al., 1983; Markus et al., 1995; Deadwyler
et al., 1996; Wood et al., 1999). While the computationssion of something akin to path equivalence, but further
studies are needed to understand the relationship be- that underlie the representation of those variables are
not yet understood, one explanation offered for the cor-tween their work and our results. While our findings
for superficial EC are consistent with previous reports, relates seen in a spatial context (e.g., direction) is that
they are the result of differences in the reference frameMizumori et al. (1992) reported that deep EC neurons
had about the same position specificity as superficial used by the animal to construct its spatial map (Mc-
Naughton et al., 1996; Touretzky and Redish, 1996).EC neurons, while our results indicate that deep EC
neurons' firing contains more position specificity than Those theories suggest that different sets of neurons
are active in different directions in linear environmentsthat of superficial EC neurons. The difference may be
due to differences in the measure of position specificity because the animal uses a different reference frame for
constructing a map for each direction. Our results areused. We should also note that one of the neurons
shown in their paper fires in what we would describe not easily explained by a reference frame±based theory,
however. Most neurons that showed prospective or ret-as a path-equivalent manner, as it is active selectively
on runs outward from the center on an eight-arm radial rospective coding, particularly those in the deep EC,
were active at above baseline level along both paths,arm maze (Mizumori et al., 1992; Figure 5, bottom right).
More generally, our results suggest that neurons in and thus it was not the case that entirely different sets
of neurons were active along the center arm dependingCA1 and the EC can combine information about location
with other variables that represent the relationship be- on which path the animal was on. Furthermore, the pres-
ence of path equivalence in the deep EC is not consis-tween past or intended future position and behavior, a
result consistent with previous findings (Ranck, 1973; tent with a reference frame±based theory, as no set of
fixed reference frames could account for the presenceBerger and Thompson, 1978; O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978;
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moving from one end of the U to the other and back again, for hotof path equivalence across different sets of paths for
chocolate mix reward. Once the animals were running smoothlydifferent cells in the same animal.
(z3±7 days) they were also trained to run in an alternation task forWhile it is relatively straightforward to construct a
liquid chocolate reward on a W-shaped track. The animals ran inmodel that explains the longer place fields of deep EC
the following pattern: center, left, center, right, center, etc., andneurons are a result of input from a number of CA1 and/
were rewarded each time they arrived at a food well in the correct
or subicular neurons whose place fields overlap, a model arm. The first two animals were trained on a half-length W track (75
explaining the existence of prospective and retrospec- cm long), while the other two were trained on the full-sized track.
tive coding and path equivalence is more difficult to The animals were trained until they achieved a criterion of 85%
generate. Retrospective coding can, at least in principle, correct (z4±7 days), at which point the electrode array was surgically
implanted. After recovering from surgery, the animals were run onbe generated by associative connections among CA3
both the W and U tracks for 20 to 30 min a day with an interveningplace cells that would connect the representation of
rest period of z30 min. The two tracks were supported 60 cm offlocations on the outside arms to locations on the center
the floor and located next to each other in the recording room,arm. An explanation of prospective coding, however,
separated by z20 cm. The food wells of the two tracks were all onappears to require more than simple place cells, as there
the same side of the room. The U track had a 15 cm high bluemust be inputs to the superficial EC and/or the hippo-
vertical divider down the middle, while the center arm of the W track
campus that provide information about the animal's in- had black walls that angled outwards at z458, and the two outside
tended trajectory. As prospective coding has been ob- arms of the W track had 2 cm high edges but were otherwise open
served in the primate prefrontal cortex (Rainer et al., to the room. The two environments were therefore readily distin-
1999), we hypothesize that prefrontal inputs may con- guishable. The recording room contained a rack, two banks of com-
puters, and various other clearly visible cues. During the experimenttribute to the prospective coding we observed.
animals performed at between 70% and 100% correct, with a meanSimilarly, as CA1 cells show little path equivalence,
of 90% across all four animals.the predominance of that type of coding in the deep EC
After each animal had been trained, it was anesthetized and asuggests that the inputs from structures other than CA1
twenty-tetrode microdrive array was implanted. All surgical proce-may provide information about the elements of the be-
dures were carried out following Massachusetts Institute of Technol-havioral task. We hypothesize that this task-related in-
ogy and National Institutes of Health guidelines. Of the eighteen
formation is combined with place specificity from CA1 tetrodes, thirteen targeted the lateral aspects of the EC (AP 27.8,
in the deep EC to create path equivalence. Sharp (1997) L 4.8) and seven targeted the CA1 subregion of the hippocampus
and Sharp and Green (1994) demonstrated that, like (AP 23.6, L 2.2). One channel of one tetrode in each region was
superficial EC neurons, subicular neurons had similar used as a reference electrode. Once the animal had recovered from
firing patterns in a square and a cylindrical environment surgery (4±7 days), recordings were begun. Neural activity was sam-
pled and stored to disk for offline assignment of spikes to singleduring random foraging. As such, the subiculum may
neurons using the AD software package (M. W. and L. F.). Positionprovide something akin to path equivalence information
information from two infrared diodes mounted on a boom on theto the deep EC. Although the activity properties of su-
animal's head was sampled at 30 Hz and stored to disk. The locationbicular neurons have not been explored in the tasks
of the rear diode, which was directly above the back of the animal'sused here, we suggest that the activity of these neurons
head when the animal was in motion, was used as the positionmay be related to generalization across environments,
indicator for the animal.and that if the animals were performing a complex be-
Each day the EC electrodes were advanced so as to sample
havioral task, these neurons would reflect the similarity different neurons. Once single neurons in the EC could no longer
of locations across environments based in large part on be isolated, the animal was deeply anesthetized and between one
the similarity of the behaviors associated with them. and four lesions (30 mA for 3 s) separated by a vertical distance of
If an animal is to successfully find a goal, it must 325 mm were made on each electrode. The animal was perfused,
understand the relationship between where it is, where the brain sectioned at 50 mm, and the slices stained with cresyl
violet. For the EC electrodes, the number of lesions made with eachit has been, and where it wants to go, and it must know
tetrode, the relative depths of each tetrode, the relative locationswhat behavior it should execute to get where it is going.
of each tetrode in the array, and the degree of shrinkage that theFurthermore, if the animal is to use its past experiences
slices underwent during the fixing process was used to reconstructto guide its behavior, it must be able to generalize across
the location of each tetrode on each day of recording and to therebythose experiences to extract frequently encountered re-
assign neurons recorded on that electrode on that day to either thelationships between locations and behaviors. We hy-
deep or the superficial EC. The penetration through the EC was at
pothesize that the hippocampus refines the relatively a z458 angle to the ventral cortical surface, so the layers were
weak place and retrospective coding present in the su- relatively thick along the tetrode tracks. In addition, layer 4, a cell-
perficial EC to create a representation of position in the poor layer that separates deep from superficial EC, was relatively
context of a trajectory that combines current position thick along the axis of the penetration (z100 mm) and provided a
and past or intended future position. The deep EC would natural separation between deep and superficial layers. Further-
more, we made a concerted effort to ensure that the electrodesthen extend these representations to relate positions to
emerged from the microdrive parallel to one another. As such, weone another over longer distances and times. Further-
believe that the potential for misassignment of electrode locationmore, while CA1 cells clearly distinguished between the
was relatively low. Most EC electrode tracks terminated above layertwo environments the animal was exposed to, deep EC
2 of the EC, so most recordings from superficial EC neurons wereneurons appear to capture regularities across those en-
from layer 3. In addition, many electrodes were not advanced pastvironments in a manner that may support the animal's
the deep layers of the EC, so we are confident that these electrodes
ability to generalize across different experiences and sampled only deep EC neurons.
extract useful associations between locations and the
behaviors relevant to them.
Data Analysis
After each recording session the data were transferred to Linux workExperimental Procedures
stations for analysis. A custom software package (Xclust, M. W.) was
used to cluster the spike waveforms from each tetrode into putativeBehavioral and Electrophysiological Methods
single neurons. Only data from the run periods of the recording areFour adult male Long-Evans rats, three to six months of age, were
food deprived, handled, and trained to run along a U-shaped track, examined here. We estimated that the background noise level was
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z35 mV, and we eliminated all units with a mean peak waveform also where it has been or where it intends to go. We defined the
choice point (CP; see Figure 1) to be several centimeters (z4±7)amplitude of ,70 mV, resulting in an average signal-to-noise ratio
of at least two to one. In general, only a few neurons could be from the ªTº junction at the end of the center arm, so that between
the food well on the center arm and the choice point, the animal'sisolated from each EC tetrode. For tetrodes in CA1, we examined
the spatial firing properties of every cell from each tetrode and, for lateral position did not differ substantially depending on which out-
side arm it was heading toward or coming from. We calculated theeach cell that appeared to have been recorded from across multiple
data sets, we eliminated the cell from all but one of the data sets. firing rate of each neuron in a 35 cm window beginning at the CP and
extending toward the food well on the center arm and determinedWe examined the spatial firing properties of the units by examining
the firing of each unit along the paths between food wells. For the whether firing rate could be used to predict the animal's future
choice of outside arm (prospective coding) for outbound paths orW track, the four paths the animal ran along were examined (center
to left arm, left to center arm, center to right arm, and right to center correlated with the animal's past location (retrospective coding) for
inbound paths. The window was then shifted by multiples of 17.5arm) while for the U track, the two paths from the left to right arm
and from the right to left arm were examined. We separated the cm from 0 to 105 cm along the center arm toward the food well, and
each window that overlapped with the neuron's field was examined.four paths by defining a bounding box around each food well and
determining the times the animal exited from that box on the way That allowed us to examine where along the track prospective or
retrospective activity was present.to another food well. A path was defined as the set of positions
between box exits and therefore includes the time spent at the end To determine whether a unit's firing rate in a single window on
the center arm showed prospective or retrospective coding, wefood well of each path. We then defined a set of line segments that
were located along the center of each path and, for each position used a generalized linear model (GLM) in Splus (MathSoft, Cam-
bridge, MA) with a binomial link function (McCullaugh and Nelder,sample, found the point along those line segments closest to the
animal's position and assigned the position to that point. That linear- 1989). This model is a binomial version of regression and uses the
formulaized each path so that all of the positions were situated along the
line segments. We then determined the distance from the first point




position, thereby translating a set of positions into a set of distances
along the path for each path. We then binned those distances into
where p is the probability that the animal came from or was going4.2 cm bins. The animals often ran at speeds over 1 m/s, and this
to the left arm, a is an intercept term, n is the number of windowsrelatively large bin size was chosen to ensure that there was at least
being included in the model (1 for the single window analyses), bione position sample in each bin for each run along a path. We
is a coefficient for the rate variable for the ith window, and ri is thecomputed the firing rate of each unit in each bin. To further reduce
rate in the ith window. The GLM estimates the a and bi coefficientsthe effect of high velocities on position sampling, each unit's binned
and yields T values that can be used to evaluate the probability offiring rate was smoothed with a six point Gaussian window with a
the hypothesis that the rate variable ri predicts p, the outside armstandard deviation of one.
the animal is going to or coming from. For a few neurons the binomialWe analyzed the activity of each unit along each path by comput-
model did not converge, so a Gaussian model was used instead.ing two measures of position specificity: average field size and
The GLM with the Gaussian model is identical to normal regression.position information. We defined a ªplace fieldº as the set of adjacent
If a unit had a field on the center arm both outbound and inbound,locations at least 10 cm long over which the firing rate of the neuron
the two directions were considered independently as two differentwas above one-fourth of its maximum firing rate. Adjacent fields
neurons. A neuron was considered to show prospective or retro-where two high±firing rate regions were separated by firing at above
spective coding in a particular window if the T value from the firingone-eighth of the neuron's maximum rate were considered to be a
rate coefficient bi in the model corresponded to a p , 0.05 in a two-single field. This definition is somewhat similar to that used by Muller
tailed test.et al. (1987) and produced field boundaries that generally agreed
The firing rates of CA1 units are known to be modulated by posi-with the experimenter's intuitions. We calculated the maximum firing
tion, head direction, and velocity (McNaughton et al., 1983). Werate as the peak rate across all binned, smoothed path firing rates.
determined whether the observed prospective or retrospective cod-Only cells with at least one field with a maximum firing rate greater
ing was associated with variations in lateral position on the track,than 3 Hz were included in our analyses. Average field size was
head direction, or velocity as follows: for each window where ratecomputed as the mean of the lengths of all fields for each unit.
was a significant predictor of future or past location for a givenPosition information was calculated as the number of bits per
neuron, the positions at which spikes occurred and the distributionsspike, treating each path as a separate set of locations. That result,
of lateral positions, head directions, and velocities at the timesin terms of position information, is the same as if the four paths
spikes occurred were found. The distributions of lateral positions,were joined end to end into one long path. Position information was
head directions, and velocities at the same positions on the nonpre-calculated according to the formula of Skaggs et al. (1993):
ferred trajectory were then found and the distributions on two trajec-
tories compared. A prospective or retrospective coding neuron wasPosition information 5 o
i
Pi(Ri/R)log2(Ri/R) determined to show a firing pattern not dependent on head direction
or velocity in a given window when the following criteria based on
known cell tuning properties (McNaughton et al., 1983; Taube et al.,where i indexes over the position bins in the environment, Pi is the
probability that the animal was in bin i, Ri is the mean firing rate in bin 1990, 1996) were met: (1) the lateral position distributions were
statistically indistinguishable at the p , 0.05 level, (2) the two thei, and R is the mean firing rate over the environment. It is important to
note that the pairs of outbound (center to outside arms) and inbound edges of the 95% confidence intervals for the distributions of head
direction were not more than 108 apart, and (3) the edges of the(outside to center arm) paths on the W track contain the same
section of the center arm in the same direction. We treated those 95% confidence intervals for velocity were not more than 5 cm/s
apart.paths as distinct because subsequent analyses (see below) demon-
strated that a large fraction of CA1 and EC neurons fire differently The above analyses examine each window independently so that
the proportion of cells showing prospective or retrospective codingon the center arm depending on where the animal has come from
(inbound paths) or is intending to go (outbound paths), and thus the in each window could be examined. To determine the total propor-
tion of cells showing prospective or retrospective coding anywherefields on the center arm for the inbound or outbound paths were
often different. on the center arm, we used the GLM model with n 5 7 to include
all windows and applied a x2 test with a criterion of p , 0.01 to theAfter characterizing the basic spatial firing properties of units in
CA1 and the EC, we examined the relationship between the activity model with each ri term added sequentially. That yielded a p value for
each ri variable, and the neuron was regarded as showing significantof CA1 or EC neurons on the center arm of the track and the animal's
previous or subsequent presence on one of the outside arms of the prospective or retrospective coding if any ri corresponded to a p ,
0.01 and at least one single window from the first GLM modeltrack. These analyses were designed to determine if CA1 or EC
firing patterns can reflect not only the animal's current position but showed significant prospective and retrospective coding that was
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